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Abstract

This work gives an overview of reduced order model (ROM) applications employed within the context of the DLR Digital-X project. The ROM methodology has found widespread application in fluid dynamics. In its direct application to computational fluid dynamics (CFD) it seeks to reduce the computational complexity of a problem by reducing the number of degrees of freedom rather than simplifying the physical model. Here, parametric aerodynamic ROMs are used to provide pressure distributions based on high-fidelity CFD, but at lower evaluation time and storage than the original CFD model. ROMs for steady aerodynamic applications are presented. We consider ROMs combining proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) and Isomap, which is a manifold learning method, with interpolation methods as well as physics-based ROMs, where an approximate solution is found in the POD-subspace or non-linear manifold by minimizing the corresponding steady or unsteady flow-solver residual. The issue of how to train the ROM with high-fidelity CFD data is also addressed. The steady ROMs are used to predict the static aeroelastic loads in a multidisciplinary design and optimization (MDO) context, where the structural model is to be sized for the (aerodynamic) loads. They are also used in a process where an a priori identification of the critical load cases is of interest and the sheer number of load cases to be considered does not lend itself to high-fidelity CFD. We also show an approach combining correction of a linear loads analysis model using steady, rigid CFD solutions at various Mach numbers and angles of attack with a ROM of the corrected Aerodynamic Influence Coefficients (AICs). This integrates the results into a complete loads analysis model preserving aerodynamic nonlinearities while allowing fast evaluation across all model parameters. Thus, correction for the major nonlinearities, e.g. depending on Mach number and angle of attack combines with the linearity of the baseline model to yield a large domain of validity across all flow parameters at the expense of a relatively small number of CFD solutions. The different ROM methods are applied to a 3D test case of a transonic wing-body transport aircraft configuration.
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1 Introduction

The multidisciplinary design of a civil transport aircraft is a highly iterative optimization process, each design cycle requiring a large volume of computations to analyse the current performance, handling qualities and loads. E.g., a loads envelope may require on the order of 100,000 simulations to find all critical load cases. These analyses typically cover large parts of the flight envelope and may require high fidelity aerodynamic data, i.e. steady and unsteady pressure and shear stress distributions on the aircraft surface, at any point within this envelope. The advent and development of large-scale high-fidelity computational fluid dynamics (CFD) in aircraft design increasingly requires procedures and techniques aimed at reducing its computational cost and complexity in order to provide accurate but fast simulations of, e.g., the aerodynamic loads and performances.

A classical approach to reduce the numerical complexity involved with these aircraft design problems would be to simplify the physics modeling involved to make analysis manageable. An example of this is the common use of linear potential flow equations during loads analysis. However, such physical model simplifications have the disadvantage of neglecting significant effects such as transonic flow, stall and friction drag in the case of aerodynamics. This may be acceptable early on in the design process, where more detailed analysis may be applied at a later stage when the design space has been narrowed down sufficiently. As an alternative to simplifying the physics model, reduced order modeling (ROM) provides another ap-
approach to reduce numerical complexity. The various ROM methods do this in general by exploiting similarity within an ensemble of high fidelity “snapshot” solutions which sample a certain parametric domain of interest. The number of degrees of freedom (DoF) is then reduced while retaining the problem’s physical fidelity, thus allowing predictions of the aerodynamic data to be provided with lower evaluation time and storage than the original CFD model.

This paper reports on ROM methods developed and employed within the context of the Digital-X project. Digital-X is a DLR-project focusing on the development of numerical simulation methods for the design of aircraft. The primary objective of the project is the development of a software platform for multidisciplinary design and optimization (MDO) of aircraft and helicopters based on high-fidelity numerical methods. The global Digital-X MDO process chain is shown in Fig. 1. It is a collaborative effort including aerodynamics, structure, mass estimation, engine and flight performance, control and other disciplines contributed by several DLR institutes [18]. The MDO chain iterates through three successive detail levels: the preliminary design level, the dynamic level responsible for loads analysis and initial structure sizing and the detailed level where performance is optimized through high fidelity analysis methods. These are controlled by a global optimizer and use Common Parametric Aircraft Configuration Schema (CPACS) as a design data exchange format [43].

Several methods have been employed to obtain reduced order models (ROMs) for the prediction of steady and unsteady aerodynamic flows using low-dimensional linear subspaces [44, 45, 39, 46] as well as nonlinear manifolds [16], whose performances may be further improved [40, 47] by applying sampling techniques and hyper-reduction procedures (e.g. empirical interpolation method [5, 11] and missing point estimation [2, 3]). These techniques and methods are implemented in the DLR’s SMARTy toolbox.

The Airbus XRF-1 transport aircraft configuration is used as the reference geometry in the following to demonstrate the capabilities of the different MDO approaches. The XRF-1 is a generic research configuration similar to an existing Airbus wide-body aircraft. Figure 2 shows the baseline XRF-1 geometry, which is a wing/fuselage/tail configuration. It was specified consistently in CPACS format including a simplified 8,000 nm mission consisting of climb, cruise, descent and landing as well as a flight to an alternate airport (200 nm). As no payload-range diagram and Top-Level Aircraft Requirements (TLARs) were available for the XRF-1, they were reconstructed with the help of DLR’s preliminary design tools. Adjustments were done where necessary to create a consistent data set. A selection of the reconstructed TLARs is given in Table 1. The TLAR were validated by performing a simulation of the reference long-range mission with the preliminary design tools, showing good agreement with Airbus reference data for this mission.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a general description of ROM methods. Then section 3 describes methods which are part of the “High-Fidelity AeroStructural MDA & Sizing” process in
Table 1 Reconstructed TLAR (selection)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TLAR</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design range [nm]</td>
<td>5600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. range @ MTOW [nm]</td>
<td>≥ 8000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cruise alt [ft]</td>
<td>35000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cruise Mach number</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAX #</td>
<td>353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. payload [10^3 kg]</td>
<td>≥ 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. take-off thrust/engine [kN]</td>
<td>334.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take-off field length</td>
<td>≤ 2700 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. In this context the goal is to build a parametric ROM providing a prediction of static aeroelastic loads over the design space of the possible wing aerodynamic shapes, wing-box structural properties, and design load cases. Given the inherent difficulty (due to the high number of parameters and the strong interaction between coupled disciplines) in building such a global ROM, we use a divide-and-conquer strategy where ROMs are built separately for different sub-problems.

Section 4 describes an application of a ROM for the loads analysis and sizing process comprising the dynamic level in Fig. 1. Here, Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) has been applied to CFD corrected steady Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient (AIC) matrices and coupled to Thin Plate Spline (TPS) interpolation to create a ROM of corrected AICs for loads analysis. This bridges the gap between CFD based methods and classical loads analysis. The AIC-ROM provides a parameter-complete aeromodel, as required for loads analysis, regardless of the dimensionality of the snapshot parameterspace used for correction. The AIC-ROM has been implemented to work with Var-Loads [19], a Loads Analysis tool developed jointly by DLR and Airbus.

2 Reduced-Order Modeling

Reduced-order models for aerodynamic applications operate on parametrically generated data, the so called snapshots, represented by either surface quantities (e.g. surface pressure and shear stress) or volume quantities (e.g. the primitive variables). The DLR TAU code [35, 23] is utilized as CFD solver, employing hybrid unstructured grids, to obtain the aerodynamic data snapshots. The parameters can be related to the flow (e.g. the angle of attack, the Mach number), the geometry (e.g. wing span, taper ratio, and sweep angle), the structure (e.g. Young’s and shear modulus of the beam representation of the wing box) and the flight condition (e.g. load factor, altitude). The model order reduction techniques used within the DLR Digital-X project are hereafter briefly described, and their application within the MDO framework for loads prediction, critical loads cases selection, structural sizing and correction of low-fidelity aerodynamic methods is shown in the following sections.

2.1 POD-based ROM

A widely used tool is proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) [20, 38, 34], also known as principal component analysis (PCA) [36] and Karhunen Loève expansion. POD is well established and used in diverse fields such as image processing, signal analysis, data compression, process identification and control in chemical engineering [24]. In fluid dynamics, it is applied to steady problems and unsteady problems in the time as well as frequency domain. The POD method generates a sequence of orthogonal basis functions through modal analysis of an ensemble of snapshot flow solutions, which span an optimal linear subspace for the corresponding solution space. By choosing a subset of modes the method seeks to isolate the few main structures whose linear combination represents the system in an optimal way.

Several variants of POD based methods have been developed which primarily differ in the way how they connect the retained modes to the parameter space of the snapshot distribution. The POD method generates a sequence of orthogonal basis functions through modal analysis of an ensemble of snapshot flow solutions, which span an optimal linear subspace for the corresponding solution space. By choosing a subset of modes the method seeks to isolate the few main structures whose linear combination represents the system in an optimal way.

Several variants of POD based methods have been developed which primarily differ in the way how they connect the retained modes to the parameter space of the snapshot distribution. The POD method generates a sequence of orthogonal basis functions through modal analysis of an ensemble of snapshot flow solutions, which span an optimal linear subspace for the corresponding solution space. By choosing a subset of modes the method seeks to isolate the few main structures whose linear combination represents the system in an optimal way.

These POD methods may be categorized as either intrusive or non-intrusive [13]. Galerkin projection is an example of an intrusive method. It projects the underlying spatially discretized partial differential equations (PDEs) onto the POD subspace to obtain a system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs). Within the DLR Digital-X project, the ROM predicted solution is conversely determined by directly computing the coefficients of the POD modes, without the need to solve the ODE system. We do this through interpolation, referred to as POD+I. This is a non-intrusive method as the interpolation technique does not require any details on the underlying governing equations. It generally establishes a multi-dimensional relationship between the modal coefficients or amplitudes and the
parameter space, e.g. by fitting a radial basis function network in the modal space to the set of snapshot points in the parameter space. This has the advantage of simplicity of implementation and independence of the complexity of the system and source of the modes being processed, which allows for application to multidisciplinary problems and the combination of different data sources such as CFD and experimental test results.

The main disadvantage of non-intrusive POD methods stems from their reliance on interpolation techniques to accurately reproduce the possibly very nonlinear response surfaces of the modal coefficients. Intrusive POD methods do better in this respect. Within the DLR Digital-X project, we do this through an optimization problem which minimizes the residual of the underlying equations, which will be referred to as POD+LSQ.

2.2 Isomap-based ROM

The linear nature of the POD makes the method attractive but also is the source of its restriction. Highly non-linear flow phenomena, such as shocks, are often insufficiently reproduced, because of the underlying assumption that the full-order CFD flow solution lies in a low-dimensional linear subspace. An approach to improve the fidelity of linear ROMs is to substitute the POD with a nonlinear manifold learning (ML) [10, 27, 30, 7], or, more generally, dimensionality reduction (DR) technique. This shifts the burden of reproducing complex flow phenomena from the interpolation to the DR technique, by assuming that full-order data lies on a nonlinear manifold of low-dimension. Such techniques try to solve the so-called embedding problem. In general, this is an ill-posed problem, because neither the geometry of the data nor the intrinsic dimensionality is known.

Within the DLR Digital-X project, the Isomap [37] method, which is a nonlinear DR method based on multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) [28], is employed to extract low-dimensional structures hidden in a given high-dimensional data set.

The Isomap method only provides a mapping from the high-dimensional input space onto a lower-dimensional embedding space for a fixed finite set of given snapshots. For any ROM of the Navier-Stokes equations, however, it is an essential requirement that the approximate reduced-order flow solutions are of the same type and dimension as the full-order CFD snapshots. Hence, once the set of low-dimensional vectors is obtained, a back-mapping from the reduced-order embedding to the high-dimensional solution space is mandatory.

Coupled with an interpolation model formulated between the parameter space and the low-dimensional space, a ROM is obtained which is capable of predicting full-order solutions at untried parameter combinations. This method will be referred to as Isomap+I. Furthermore, another back-mapping from the low-dimensional space to the high-dimensional space may be performed based on the residual optimization. Its objective is to obtain a CFD-enhanced prediction by minimizing the discretized flux residual of the interpolated solution. This method will be referred to as Isomap+LSQ.

3 Reduced-Order Models for Static Aeroelastic Loads

In this section we present a reduced order modeling process for computing static aeroelastic loads, to be used in the framework of high-fidelity MDO [32] and sizing process as shown in Fig. 3. The method consists of building a ROM from static aeroelastic solutions computed for different sets of parameters. Such solutions are collected in a snapshot matrix, to which a POD [9] or an Isomap [37] embedding is applied in order to get a (linear or nonlinear) low-dimensional subspace. A reduced order model, either POD-based or Isomap-based, is built from static aeroelastic solutions computed for different sets of parameters like, e.g., flight conditions (altitude, number of Mach, load factor), flight configurations (payload mass, fuel mass), geometrical parameters (wing planform parameters as aspect ratio, taper ratio, swept angle, and the twist angle for selected airfoil sections) and structural properties (wing-box stiffness and mass). The parameter space is sampled using Design of Experiment (DoE) techniques [12].

However, the integrated nature of the MDO process involves complex interactions between the different disciplines, which are difficult to be represented with a single global ROM, if not at the expense of a costly sampling of the whole parameter design space with multidisciplinary high-fidelity simulations. Being understood that such a global ROM may be devised and sought in future works and projects, hereafter an efficient approach to manage this complexity is shown, where a divide-and-conquer strategy is applied and the MDO is decomposed in sub-processes, for which small parametric ROMs can be easier generated separately and used for fast system-level analysis.

First, section 3.1 describes how to construct a ROM of coupled, static aeroelastic solutions for a given (flex-
3.1 Static Aeroelastic Loads of the XRF-1 Aircraft

Here are presented the performances and effectiveness of the ROM approach in predicting static aeroelastic loads for the three-dimensional XRF-1 fuselage-wing configuration in the transonic flow regime.

The geometry of the configuration and the underlying structured grid featuring 784,384 grid points, including 19,211 surface grid points, are depicted in Fig. 4. The aerodynamic model is a Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) model with a negative Spalart-Allmaras type 1-equation turbulence model [1] and solved using the computational fluid-dynamics (CFD) DLR TAU solver [35, 23]. Whereas the computational structural model (CSM) is spatially discretized by using finite element shells and beams with 2167 elements (1914 shells, 212 beams and 41 mass type elements) and 1725 nodes, as showed in Fig. 5. The ANSYS Structural Mechanics software is used for the finite element analysis. The coupling between the aerodynamic and the structural model is obtained through the use of Radial Basis Functions (RBFs) [6] to transfer the aerodynamic loads to the structural model, and a linear interpolation of the structural displacements onto the aerodynamic grid.

The aircraft empty mass is 117888.2 kg. A flight configuration with 55000 kg of payload mass and 61000 kg of fuel mass is considered. Pull-up and pull-down maneuvers, of respectively load factor 2.5 g and -1 g, are analyzed.
The computation of the coupled flow-structure solutions were performed in parallel on the DLR C²A²S²E-2 cluster using 2 nodes\textsuperscript{1} with 24 cores. Computing a free-flight coupled CFD (TAU) - CSM (ANSYS) static aeroelastic solution took an average\textsuperscript{2} of 2430 wall-clock seconds.

The aeroelastic equilibrium and the trim correction\textsuperscript{3} are computed independently with two nested loop. Each iteration to find the static aeroelastic equilibrium (outer loop) involves interpolation of the displacements from the CSM to the CFD mesh, deformation of the CFD mesh using RBFs, computation of the flow solution (with inner loop target $C_L$ trimming strategy), interpolation of the forces from the CFD model to the CSM mesh, and computation of the structure solution.

An average of 4 coupling outer iterations are necessary for the static aeroelastic convergence. In each of these coupled iterations, the solution of the trim is obtained through a target $C_L$ strategy, where the angle of attack is determined so as to provide a lift balancing the aircraft weight and the inertial force due to a given load factor. Here the CFD subsystem is solved by first using a minimum iteration strategy, running 3500 iterations, followed by a minimum residual strategy, where the density residual is converged by four orders of magnitude at the initial coupled iteration, up to six orders of magnitude proceeding with the coupled iterations. In the minimum residual strategy a maximal inner iteration number of 9950 is anyhow set-up.

For the test case presented, the ROM is parametrized only upon flight conditions, i.e., altitude and Mach number. Choosing suitable flight conditions and configurations parameter combinations for the snapshot computation is a very important issue in building the ROM. In this case, static aeroelastic high-fidelity simulations have been performed (offline) for a Mach number ranging from 0.65 to 0.82, and an altitude between 0 m and 5000 m. The payload and fuel masses are kept fixed. The sample points are computed using a full factorial design strategy over the Mach number range between 0.65 and 0.80, with additional points along Mach 0.82. Only the converged solutions, i.e. 22 snapshots, have been taken into account in the ROM generation procedure. The ROM is realized through a POD of the high-fidelity snapshots together with a Thin Plate Spline (TPS) method interpolating the POD coefficients to get the predicted aeroelastic solution (i.e. the surface pressure, the skin friction and the structural displacement). All the POD modes have been reteined. The performances of the ROM approach are evaluated at flight conditions with Mach number 0.81, for different altitudes. The prediction points and the DoE sample points are shown in Fig. 6.

Before computing the ROM predictions, a leave-1-out cross-validation strategy has been performed to understand if the set of sample points were enough to cover the parameter space. Therefore, following this strategy, alternately one of the high-fidelity snapshots of the DoE sample set has been left out from the ROM generation procedure (which is then built using the remaining 21 DoE sample snapshots as the training set, retaining all the 21 POD modes). In the corresponding flight condition of the left-out snapshot (i.e. the validation point) the ROM prediction has been performed. This prediction has been compared to the high-fidelity computation in terms of aerodynamic coefficients.

It must be noted that the inputs of the reduced order model are only the Mach number and the altitude. Therefore the ROM aeroelastic prediction is not associated with any angle of attack. The only information about the freestream boundary condition is related to

\textsuperscript{1}Intel® Xeon® E5-2695 v2 Processors (30M Cache, 2.40 GHz, 12 Cores)

\textsuperscript{2}Based on the effectively computed reference solutions, i.e. without taking into account the not converged simulations.

\textsuperscript{3}It must be noted that the aircraft model is missing the horizontal tail plane (HTP). Therefore, the equilibrium condition is applied only in the vertical translation direction. The aircraft pitching moment will not be trimmed, and the resulting wing lift will therefore only balance the inertial loads and not the (usual) negative lift of the HTP. Despite only the vertical equilibrium is considered, the coupled procedure still offers fluid-structure snapshots suitable to verify the soundness of the ROM capability in predicting approximate solutions.
Fig. 7 Relative error, between the HFM and the ROM prediction, of the lift coefficient to trim the aircraft.

the airspeed absolute value (i.e. the Mach number). This is because the coupled CFD/CSM static aeroelastic solutions have been obtained through a trim procedure using a target $C_L$ strategy, i.e. the lift coefficient is an input of the procedure, and the angle of attack (together with the aerodynamic forces, for the given deformed structure) is an output. Therefore, in order to have a comparison in terms of aerodynamic coefficients with the high-fidelity static aeroelastic solution, a proper angle of attack must be selected. Here, the same angle of attack resulting from the high-fidelity trimming procedure is used.

Figure 7 shows the error between the lift coefficient computed with the coupled TAU/ANSYS high-fidelity model (HFM), necessary to (vertically) trim the aircraft in the various flight conditions, and those predicted by the reduced order model. A linear interpolation is used to compute the $C_L$ between flight condition sample points. Generally, the error is greater in those prediction points outside of the convex hull of the training set under consideration, where the ROM prediction consists of an extrapolation. It must be noted that the ROM predictions in the such validation points may be quite challenging. Indeed, for each validation point the nearby high-fidelity solutions used as training set to build the ROM are distant $\pm 0.5$ in terms of Mach number and $\pm 1000$ m in terms of altitude.

As example, the relative error in percentage between the lower and upper pressure on the wing of the reference high-fidelity model and the ROM prediction, for the validation point $(h, Ma) = (1000 \text{ m}, 0.75)$ (and load factor 2.5 g) is shown in Fig. 8. The greater error is found in correspondence to the shock wave. A comparison of the structural displacements for such points can be seen in Fig. 9.

After the leave-1-out cross-validation, ROM predictions have been performed at Mach number 0.81. Results are summarized in Table 2. In this case, the relative error between the high-fidelity aeroelastic solution and the ROM prediction is very low, not greater than 0.1% for the lift coefficient and not greater than 0.35% for the drag coefficient. Figure 10 compares, for the case of 4000 m of altitude (and load factor 2.5 g), the surface pressure distributions predicted by the aeroelastic ROM with the reference coupled CFD–CSM solution. The pressure distribution is visualized on the aircraft jig shape in order to have better comparison of the results.
3.1.1 Considerations and Remarks

The ROM shows a good prediction capability in terms of aeroelastic loads for multidisciplinary optimization and high-fidelity sizing.

The major discrepancies are near the shock wave. A better prediction could be achieved using the Isomap technique, which already showed to perform better than POD-based ROMs in predicting the shock position and intensity for steady aerodynamic computations [16]. Further, better results could be achieved with a different sampling strategy, e.g. a random Latin hypercube [12], more suitable for ROM generation, and using a larger number of samples.

Nevertheless these discrepancies, when the ROM is employed within the MDO process, it would not affect the result of the optimization in terms of final design, as will be shown for the sizing process in Section 3.4.

As final remark, a different physical modelling (e.g. unsteady RANS or Hybrid RANS/LES) would be necessary in those sample points of the flight envelope where the aeroelastic solution is not converged, in order to properly model the unsteadiness of the separated flow and the effect of the time varying aerodynamic load on the structure and the aeroelastic trim.

3.2 Critical Load Case Selection through ROMs

Aiming to an aeroelastic structural optimization of the XRF1 aircraft able to withstand the critical loads, the Mach-altitude envelope for five critical mass cases has been computed, and the relative critical aerodynamic load cases have been determined. The five mass cases considered were the operating empty mass, two maximum take-off mass cases, once with maximum fuel and once with maximum payload, a mass case with zero payload and maximum fuel, and a mass case with zero fuel and maximum payload. The Mach-altitude envelope for the five mass cases was computed at intervals of 0.02 in Mach, and of 1000 m in altitude for two load factors (−1g, 2.5g).

After computing the aerodynamic load envelope of the flexible aircraft (i.e. the aerodynamic pressure distribution of the static aeroelastic solution), all the loads were given in input to the sizing tool S-BOT. This tool provides as an output to the designer the critical loads and the relative sized structure able to sustain such loads. By modifying the structure, the process needs to be iterated re-computing the aerodynamic loads until convergence.

Since this process is very computationally expensive, POD-based ROMs were employed using the DLR’s SMARTy toolbox. Here ROMs were used to explore the...
parameter space with a finer sampling at in-between altitudes. The (in-between altitudes) ROM predicted aeroelastic loads are sent to the sizing tool, which determines if the loads are critical. Whenever a newly predicted aeroelastic load is found to be potentially critical, the corresponding load case is recomputed with the high-fidelity coupled CFD-CSM methods and checked with the sizing tool if it is really critical or not.

As an example, two of the five critical mass cases were used to generate 400 sized high-fidelity aeroelastic snapshots. A parametric reduced-order model has been generated using such snapshots, and then used to compute 360 additional loads predictions. Of these 360 predictions, 3 were found to be additional candidates for critical load cases, and by computing them with the high-fidelity tools one case was found to be actually critical. Figure 11 shows the complete aerodynamic load case identification process.

This process guarantees an efficient search and selection for new critical load cases. However, it should be pointed out that the prediction capability of the ROMs depends on the high-fidelity snapshots used to generate them. Reduced-order models after all are nothing else than a linear combination of the approximation of such snapshots. Therefore it may possible that the ROMs can fail to provide additional candidates for the critical load cases, which might turn out to be critical for the sizing process if computed with high-fidelity methods.
3.3 Parametric ROMs for Aero-Data in MDO

This section shows the use of parametric, Isomap-based, reduced-order models for the prediction of the aerodynamic loads of the rigid XRF-1 aircraft, subject to wing geometry variations. The Mach number and the Reynolds number are here fixed respectively at $\text{Ma} = 0.83$ and $\text{Re} \approx 43.4 \cdot 10^6$. Furthermore, a target lift coefficient of $C_l = 0.5$ is prescribed. The twist of five wing sections are used as parameters of the ROM. The wing sections positions and the maximum twist in different rotation directions are shown in Fig. 12.

An adaptive sampling with a hybrid error (HYE) strategy [15] is employed to generate a sampling of the high-dimensional data manifold $W$. The data manifold $W$ is given by varying the five twist parameters of the configuration in the parameter space $P = [-0.2, 0.2] \times [-2, 2] \times [-3, 3] \times [-2, 2] \times [-1, 1] \subset \mathbb{R}^5$, where the intervals from left to right correspond to the twist sections from fuselage to tip. A total of 100 viscous flow solution snapshots have been computed with the TAU RANS solver, whereby the normalized density residual is reduced by six orders of magnitude for each solution. Since a target lift coefficient of $C_l = 0.5$ is aimed at, the angle of attack $\alpha$ varies during the CFD simulation until the target lift is matched.

The sampling process including the computation of the flow solutions and all further computations were performed in parallel on the DLR C\textsuperscript{2}A\textsuperscript{2}S\textsuperscript{2}E-2 cluster using one node endowed with 128 GB RAM and two Intel\textsuperscript{®} Xeon\textsuperscript{®} E5-2695 v2 Processors (30M Cache, 2.40 GHz, 12 Cores). Computing a full CFD solution for this test case took 5393 iterations or 4214 CPU seconds on average. In other words, the Isomap based ROMs for aero-data can be exploited for a multidisciplinary optimization within the whole parameter space, saving the costs of computing full-order CFD solutions.

3.3.1 Isomap with Interpolation

The interpolation based ROM makes use only of the surface snapshots, hence $W_i \subset \mathbb{R}^{19 \times 211}$. Since five parameters are varied, the Isomap algorithm is applied to surface $C_p$-distribution vectors to compute a 5-dimensional embedding consisting of 100 representatives $y^i \in \mathbb{R}^5$. The neighborhood graph is built using 87 nearest neighbors, and the back-mapping employs between 10 – 20 nearest neighbors.

For comparison purposes, a global POD of the 100 full-order surface $C_p$ snapshots is performed, yielding a basis consisting of 99 orthonormal POD eigenmode vectors\(^4\) of dimension 19,211. As before, the POD model is combined with a TPS interpolation scheme [15, 6]. Compared to Isomap+I, where a representative $y^* \in \mathbb{R}^5$ of dimension five has to be interpolated to obtain a surface $C_p$, prediction, POD+I employs TPS to interpolate the POD coefficient vector $a \in \mathbb{R}^{69}$ of much larger dimension.

Isomap+I and POD+I were built in 119 and 0.17 CPU seconds, respectively, including the data processing, setting up the TPS model and, in the case of Isomap, the computation of the proper number of nearest neighbors [15]. Although there is a big difference between the building times of Isomap+I and POD+I, compared to a full CFD calculation the offline times (without the snapshot computations) are negligible. The online prediction of a surface solution at an untried parameter combination $\tilde{p} \in P \setminus P$ took less than 0.01 CPU seconds for both ROMs, whereas a full CFD solution took 4214 CPU seconds on average. In other words, the predictions of both ROMs are more than 400,000 times faster than a full CFD solution, but certainly due to a trade-off of less accuracy.

\(^4\)The mean of the snapshots is subtracted.
The resulting surface $C_p$-distributions predicted by Isomap+I and POD+I for various parameter combinations are compared to the corresponding TAU reference solutions. The corresponding errors in terms of equation (1) for the predictions are given in Table 3. The Isomap+I predictions feature a smaller error than the POD+I predictions. An example of the ROM aerodynamic loads predictions (in terms of surface $C_p$-distribution) for an untried parameter combination ($\tilde{\mathbf{p}}^8$ of Table 3) is given in Fig. 13. The Isomap+I prediction matches the surface $C_p$-distribution of the TAU reference solution quiet accurately. The POD+I prediction also yields accurate predictions, but the $C_p$-distribution between the first two sections differs from the reference solution.

Of course, due to the complexity of the test case, where arbitrary twists at the five sections of the wing are analysed, there could be cases where the ROM predictions are less accurate, so leading to bigger errors (see e.g. the parameter combination $\tilde{\mathbf{p}}^4$ in Table 3).

The spanwise distributions of the partial force $f_z$ and the partial moment $m_y$, calculated via AeroForce [41], are shown for the parameter combination $\tilde{\mathbf{p}}^8$ in Fig. 14.

As it can be seen, there is a good match between the force and moment distributions of the reference solution and those of the ROM prediction.

Table 3 Errors in terms of equation (1) between the TAU reference surface $C_p$ solutions and the surface $C_p$ predictions obtained by Isomap+I, Isomap+LSQ, POD+I and POD+LSQ at various parameter combinations. The column NN lists the number of nearest neighbors employed by the Isomap based predictions at each parameter combination $\tilde{\mathbf{p}}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\tilde{\mathbf{p}}$</th>
<th>NN</th>
<th>Isomap+I</th>
<th>Isomap+LSQ</th>
<th>POD+I</th>
<th>POD+LSQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8.5930 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>7.1702 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>9.4556 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>5.9426 × 10^{-2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8.7347 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>7.5275 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>1.1523 × 10^{-1}</td>
<td>5.5323 × 10^{-2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7.7126 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>7.5143 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>9.4977 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>6.3302 × 10^{-2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.0089 × 10^{-1}</td>
<td>1.3703 × 10^{-1}</td>
<td>1.3514 × 10^{-1}</td>
<td>6.4265 × 10^{-2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6.4210 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>7.1029 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>7.7599 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>5.7465 × 10^{-2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7.0431 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>9.3372 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>7.7246 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>5.9561 × 10^{-2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6.7638 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>5.1527 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>9.1839 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>4.4243 × 10^{-2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.3445 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>4.5011 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>8.9193 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>3.0280 × 10^{-2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5.6208 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>4.0005 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>7.4882 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>2.8970 × 10^{-2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.3993 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>5.9396 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>8.7417 × 10^{-2}</td>
<td>4.1372 × 10^{-2}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The 3.3.2 Isomap with Residual Optimization

The interpolation-based Isomap and POD coefficients can be then exploited as starting values for the residual based ROM [15]. The unconstrained optimization problems are solved now. To optimize the coefficients of an Isomap or POD based prediction, the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [29, 42] with additional Broyden’s rank one updates of the Jacobian is applied to the unconstrained optimization problems [15].

All primitive variables plus the $C_p$-distribution are taken into account, leading to a set of snapshots $W \subset \mathbb{R}^n$, $n = n_x \cdot n_y = 6, 275, 072$. Hence, Isomap+LSQ and POD+LSQ are based on 100 snapshots of dimension $n = 6, 275, 072$, increasing the building time of the POD based ROM to 117 CPU seconds. The costs of Isomap+LSQ (119 CPU seconds) remains unaffected of the new data set, as only the surface $C_p$-distribution is exploited to compute the embedding.

The residual has to be evaluated with proper boundary conditions $Ma$ and $\alpha$, which are not specified by the varied parameters. While the Mach number $Ma$ is fixed, the angle of attack $\alpha$ varies for each flow solutions to ensure the specified target $C_l$ value. Here, the
The angle of attack $\alpha$ is obtained from the corresponding reference solution to exclude additional error sources which would affect the accuracy of the $C_p$ predictions. After evaluating the TAU residual, the discrepancy in the total energy values belonging to the 20% smallest cells is exploited by the objective function to optimize the coefficient vector $a \in \mathbb{R}^d$, until the tolerance of termination ($tol = 1.49012 \cdot 10^{-8}$) is reached.

The CFD enhanced predictions obtained through the residual optimization have been computed for different untried parameter combinations [15]. It can be seen (Table 3) that the corresponding errors in terms of equation (1) of both ROMs (Isomap+LSQ and POD+LSQ) are reduced.

Unlike the POD+LSQ, the application of the residual optimization to Isomap (Isomap+LSQ) increases the error at few parameter combinations $\tilde{p}$ for this set up. However, an improvement of the predictions is observed in most cases. Comparing the CPU times in Table 4, due to the less DoF the Isomap+LSQ predictions are up to 4 times faster than the POD+LSQ predictions and, in average, 7.5 times faster than a full CFD computation.

### 3.4 Reduced-Order Models for Aerodynamic Loads and Structural Sizing

In the context of MDO a CFD solver is repeatedly used to perform fluid/structure-coupled simulations. Typically, the entire optimization process consists of two nested loops: an inner loop, where different load cases are computed to size the different optimization regions of the structural model for a given aerodynamic shape, and an outer loop where performance data is computed and used to optimize the shape of the wing or aircraft according to some objective function. Since the computations of the full-order CFD solutions are expensive and repeatedly required in both loops, ROM may provide remedy. For the outer loop, the steady aerodynamic ROM introduced in Section 3.3.1 and Section 3.3.2 can be exploited to compute the necessary aerodynamic quantities for the optimization of the geometry, since the variation of the geometry is taken into account. The advantage of substituting the CFD solver with a ROM is that the snapshots and the ROM are computed offline before the optimization takes place. This should lead to a speed-up of the actual optimization process or rather to a larger amount of load cases that can be considered for the structural sizing in the inner loop.

To demonstrate the idea it is assumed here that the aircraft is rigid, i.e., there is no need to perform fluid/structure-coupled simulations. This is true for some very stiff models, e.g., for wind-tunnel models. A rigid aircraft may also be assumed when computing CFD-based corrections to a linear potential flow solution in the context of loads computations (so-called AIC corrections). Furthermore, a single (steady) load case is here used to size the structural model. Hence, skipping the inner loop, the ROM for the XRF-1 are exploited to predict the steady surface $C_p$-distributions.
Fig. 15 Thicknesses at the wing spar optimization regions for the predictions of Isomap+I (top) and POD+I (bottom) at $p^3$. Emphasized are the regions with largest gap.

for different geometries, which afterwards are fed into the structural sizing process to obtain the skin thickness of each optimization region.

For the XRF-1 test case, the structural optimization regions are divided into upper skin regions, lower skin regions, wing ribs regions and wing spar regions. The skin thicknesses at the wing spar, which is the main structural member of the wing, are shown in Fig. 15 for the $p^3$ predictions point. The three spars are divided in the optimization regions from 234 to 287, 288 to 303 and 304 to 347. Since there are three wing spars, the thickness distribution plotted against the optimization region does not show a decreasing behaviour as usual, but for each separate spar it does. However, close to the optimization region 320, there is an outlier which may be due to the fact that the inner spar, with corresponding optimization regions 288 to 303, ends and the loads are distributed to the two remaining spars. As it can be seen, Isomap and POD-based ROM provide good predictions of the thickness distributions at the wing spar optimization regions. Particularly, the detailed views emphasize that there is almost no mismatch between the computed thicknesses of the predicted solutions and the computed thicknesses of the corresponding reference solutions. Thus, these ROM are suitable in the context of MDO and should lead to a speed-up of the optimization process as mentioned above.

4 Reduced Order Models of Aerodynamic Influence Coefficients

In the context of the MDO process in the Digital-X project, loads analysis plays a central role [25]. It is responsible for determining the loads envelope of the current design iteration and size the structure to comply with structural limits on the so called “Dynamic level” (ref. Fig. 1), before higher fidelity methods are applied to make a detailed analysis of the intermediate result.

4.1 Loads Analysis

Loads analysis on the dynamic level takes into account a large amount of load cases in accordance with FAR §25 requirements covering trim cases, dynamic maneuvers and gust encounters across the flight envelope. To get results in a reasonable amount of time,
this automated process has to be as fast as possible. To this end several simplifications are applied during model integration, the result of which is represented schematically in Fig. 16.

- The process starts out with a full Finite Element (FE) structural model containing some 72000 DoF, this model is condensed onto componentwise loads reference axes (LRA) using a Guyan reduction, yielding 3000 DoF. Subsequent modal analysis reduces the structural DoF further to e.g. 40.
- The same Guyan transformation is also used to condense the structural mass distribution to the nodes on the loads reference axes. Fuel and secondary masses are then attached to these nodes to form a lumped mass model.
- The aerodynamic governing equations are the Prandtl-Glauert potential flow equations. They may be used either in their unsteady or in their steady Laplace form, depending on the load case requirements. These linear equations are discretized on a mean lifting surface grid instead of throughout the volume around the aircraft, thereby dramatically reducing the number of elements required to solve for the surface pressure distribution. For unsteady cases, the discretization uses doublet elements to model the lifting effect of each panel, yielding the Doublet Lattice Method (DLM). Steady flows are discretized using horseshoe-shaped vortex elements, yielding the Vortex Lattice Method (VLM). Solving the problem for a grid with many elements, including the interactions of elementary flows among the panel control points, leads to the Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient (AIC) matrix. The AIC relates pressure differences at the panel control points to the downwash velocities at the panel 3/4-chord points. VLM yields a real-valued AIC, while DLM produces a complex-valued AIC matrix. As both VLM and DLM use the same panel grid, they may be combined to solve unsteady flow problems with a steady component. DLM is solved in the frequency domain, whereas VLM is directly applicable to quasi-steady time domain problems. To obtain transient time domain solutions an inverse Laplace transformation is applied to the frequency domain solution via a Rational Function Approximation (RFA).

These submodels are then integrated by connecting the structural LRA nodes to the aerodynamic panel control point set using a splining scheme. This yields a fast and iteration-free coupling between structure and aerodynamic models.

The Prandtl-Glauert equations governing the aerodynamic part of the loads model may be traced back from the Navier Stokes equations through a number of simplifying assumptions, as summarized in Table 5. To overcome the absence of non-linear flow phenomena, several AIC correction methods have been developed. These reintroduce the effects at specific flight conditions by comparing with corresponding higher fidelity results. Giesing et al.[17] propose a diagonal multiplicative technique, which was extended to a full correction factor matrix by Jadic et al.[21]. Brink-Spalink et al.[8] describe an additive AIC correction technique based on weighted least squares optimization. In general, these methods may use either empirical data or higher fidelity computational flow results as a basis for correction.

Here, we present the combination of an additive AIC correction method with the concept of the ROM through proper orthogonal decomposition of the AIC matrices rather than the pressure distributions themselves. This has the advantage of retaining the integrated loads model and fast simulation capability as described earlier, while also introducing the non-linear effects of high fidelity CFD solutions. Moreover, by coupling the AIC-ROM to a multi-dimensional spline interpolation method, we can evaluate at any parameter combination within the domain of correction and have a flow parameter-complete aerodynamics model in a neighborhood around the correction point due to the linear nature of VLM. The AIC matrix relates local differential pressures to local downwash, or equivalently, angle of attack. Every global flow parameter (except Mach) is translated to a contribution to the downwash distribution on the lifting surface panel grid. This means that we may correct for the principal higher order flow phenomena associated with varying Mach number and angle of attack and use the resulting model with load cases which require non-zero rotational rates, control surface deflections and bending modes while still benefiting from the correction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assumption</th>
<th>Equation</th>
<th>Effect neglected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>continuum fluid mechanics</td>
<td>Prandtl-Glauert</td>
<td>no molecular dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inviscid</td>
<td>Euler</td>
<td>no strong shocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irrotational, isentropic</td>
<td>Full Potential</td>
<td>boundary layer, turbulence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finite mass</td>
<td>Transonic small disturb. (TSD)</td>
<td>no transient bodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fixed mass</td>
<td>Prandtl-Glauert</td>
<td>no transonic effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time-independent</td>
<td>Laplace</td>
<td>no unsteady effects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 Some flow governing equations and corr. assumptions which accumulate downward.
4.2 Surface Geometry Mapping

Since the source for correction of the VLM model in this work are surface pressure distributions from CFD solutions, the correction process must start with a geometric mapping from the CFD mesh onto the VLM panel grid. The objective is to have an equivalent VLM pressure distribution which is accurate both globally and locally when comparing cross-sections. There are significant geometry restrictions associated with the VLM method. Specifically, VLM being a lifting surface method, it discretizes the mean surface of aerodynamic components producing a model without internal volume. Also, individual panels are not allowed incidence angles to the nominal oncoming flow direction (usually equivalent to $\alpha = 0^\circ, \beta = 0^\circ$). Instead, the VLM pressure distribution results from circulation induced by linearized small incidence angles. These restrictions mean that there are considerable geometric differences to overcome in the mapping process. An overview follows with an example illustrating the procedure shown in Fig. 17:

- The global coordinate frames of both geometries are related to one another through a translation and a rotation, in order to optimize the match. A visual inspection may be necessary at this point to uncover potential mismatches in e.g. component planforms, dihedral, etc. as these may necessitate correction of the VLM model geometry. It may happen that some components are missing in the CFD geometry. Such is the case in Fig. 17(a) with the engines and winglets. As mapping proceeds component-wise however, these components may simply be left out at this point. Later these uncorrected components will be present in the corrected model and still provide interaction effects with the corrected components.

- Assuming a planar component such as a wing or tail surface, there will be two opposing surfaces in the CFD geometry to be mapped onto the single surface of the component’s VLM representation. This means the result will be a pressure difference. The method proceeds by cutting the CFD geometry perpendicular to each VLM panel. This includes cutting individual faces and interpolating pressure values at the newly created nodes as shown in Fig. 17(b).

- The selected areas and their pressure values have to be related to the load control point of the associated panel. First, force vectors are calculated for each CFD element.

- These forces are then integrated onto the panel load control point using a rigid splining scheme.

- The three matrix operations may be combined to yield a single mapping matrix, which may be concatenated for all panels in the component. Thus, the mapping process may be conveniently stored as a small collection of mapping matrices corresponding to the aircraft components included in the process.

- In the case of planar components like wings and tailplanes the above suffices. However tubelike components such as the fuselage in Fig. 17 may be modelled by two perpendicular planes for the VLM method. In this case the mapping process needs a refinement: The CFD loads are decomposed vector-wise and the $y$- and $z$-components are projected onto the perpendicular planes. The $x$-component is distributed using the ratio of distances to both planes. This decomposition conserves integrated loads as well as the spanwise distributions.

4.3 AIC correction

At its core, simulation using the VLM method involves solving

$$ C_{pi} = Q_{ji} D_{ij} U_{ji} $$

FIG. 17 Component-wise geometry mapping.
where \( Q_{jj} \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n} \) is the AIC matrix for an \( n \)-panel grid, \( D_{jx} \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times k} \) is the downwash matrix and \( U_x \in \mathbb{R}^{k \times 1} \) is the flight state parameter vector, e.g. containing freestream flow angles, rotational rates, control surface deflections and modal coordinates of bending modes.

In order to correct the VLM model, the AIC matrix has to be adapted to the mapped CFD loads distribution. However, as \( Q_{jj} \) is responsible for the gradient of the pressure distribution, changing it will generally also result in a non-zero pressure offset vector \( C_{p_0} \in \mathbb{R}^n \).

To solve the AIC matrix correction, the VLM gradient (denoted by \( \nabla^c \))

\[
G_{jx}^{(c)} := Q_{jj}^{(v)} D_{jx}
\]

may be equated to the CFD gradient \( G_{jx}^{(c)} \) (denoted by \( \nabla^c \)) and solved for the corrected AIC matrix \( Q_{jj}^* \) through Kronecker product vectorization:

\[
\text{vec} 
G_{jx}^{(c)} = \left( D_{jx}^T \otimes I_n \right) \text{vec} Q_{jj}^*
\]

where \( I_n \) is the \( n \)-dimensional identity matrix. This under-determined problem has a nonempty set of solutions provided that \( D_{jx}^T \otimes I_n \) has full rank. One particular solution is the least norm solution, minimizing \( \| \text{vec} Q_{jj}^* \| \) using a pseudo inverse [31] (denoted as \( \cdot^\dagger \)).

However, since the VLM AIC \( Q_{jj}^{(v)} \) provides a baseline solution, a more physically meaningful approach would be to minimize the norm of the difference \( \Delta Q_{jj} = Q_{jj}^{(v)} - Q_{jj}^* \) as it minimizes the changes applied to \( Q_{jj}^{(v)} \). This may be achieved as follows:

\[
\Delta G_{jx} = \Delta Q_{jj} D_{jx} \Rightarrow
\]

\[
\text{vec} \Delta G_{jx} = \left( D_{jx}^T \otimes I_n \right) \text{vec} \Delta Q_{jj} \Rightarrow
\]

\[
\text{vec} \Delta Q_{jj} = \left( D_{jx}^T \otimes I_n \right)^\dagger \text{vec} \Delta G_{jx}
\]

\[
Q_{jj}^* = Q_{jj}^{(v)} - \Delta Q_{jj}
\]

For problems with 1000s of panels (\( n > 1000 \)), solving Eq. (6) directly becomes inefficient even with sparse data types. However, Eq. (6) lends itself well to a row-wise computation which alleviates a computer’s memory capacity problems and enables the solving of arbitrarily large problems. Furthermore, breaking the problem up into pieces consisting of a number of rows allows for speed optimization.

After the desired \( Q_{jj}^* \) has been solved for, the pressure offset vector may be found by taking the surface pressure vector from CFD \( C_p^* \) and solving

\[
C_{p_0} = C_p^* - Q_{jj}^* D_{jx} U_x
\]

To determine the CFD gradient, we use a simple forward difference quotient to limit the number of required CFD solutions:

\[
G_{jx_i}^{(c)} = \frac{\partial C_p}{\partial U_x_i} \approx \frac{C_p (U_{x_i} + h_i) - C_p (U_{x_i})}{h_i},
\]

where the subscript \( i \) denotes the global flow parameter in \( U_x \) and \( G_{jx_i}^{(c)} \) is the corresponding column of the gradient matrix \( G_{jx}^{(c)} \). The AIC matrix may be corrected with respect to a subset of \( U_x \) by including only the corresponding columns of the downwash matrix \( D_{jx} \) in Eq. (5).

4.4 POD Interpolation

The first step is to build the snapshot matrix \( Y \) for both the ensemble of AICs and offsets. This is done by concatenating the vectorized AIC matrices on the one hand and concatenating the pressure offset vectors directly on the other hand.

The resulting POD for either case may be written compactly as \( Y^T Y V = V \Lambda \), where \( V = [v_1, \ldots, v_l] \) is an \( n \times l \) matrix composed of eigenvectors and \( \Lambda = \text{diag} (\lambda_1, \ldots, \lambda_l) \) is an \( l \times l \) diagonal matrix with the corresponding eigenvalues.

To facilitate interpolation, the POD is formulated as the product of two quantities: \( \Phi = Y \cdot V \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times l} \) and \( H = Y^T \in \mathbb{R}^{l \times n} \) such that, if \( l \) is chosen equal to \( d \), we obtain \( Y = \Phi \cdot H \) and for a smaller number of retained eigenvectors \( \Phi \cdot H \) approximates \( Y \) optimally given the choice of \( l \). The columns of \( H = [\eta_1, \ldots, \eta_n] \) may be interpreted as the modal coordinates of the POD. Each \( \eta_i \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, n \) corresponds to a corrected flight state with parameter vector \( x_i \in X \).

A multivariate interpolation method may now be used to map \( H \) onto \( X \) giving \( \eta \) as a function of any desired flight condition \( x^* \). The Thin Plate Spline (TPS), a form of Radial Basis Function (RBF) spline, is here used. It is well-behaved and has only one free parameter. Beckert and Wendland [6] describe the TPS and a number of alternatives in a fluid dynamics context.

Finally, to obtain the corrected AIC matrix and pressure offset at \( x^* \), we apply the results from the
interpolation method $\eta(x^*)$ to the POD data matrix $\Phi$:

$$y(x^*) \approx \Phi \cdot \eta(x^*) \rightarrow$$

$$\text{vec } Q_{jj}(x^*) \approx \Phi_{Q_{jj}} \cdot \eta_{Q_{jj}}(x^*)$$

$$C_{p0}(x^*) \approx \Phi_{C_{p0}} \cdot \eta_{C_{p0}}(x^*)$$

### 4.5 Results

Figure 18 illustrates the presented AIC-ROM method. The figure shows aerodynamic distributions on a wing subjected to a steady roll rate. The VLM model has been corrected at several $(M, \alpha)$ combinations, but not for nonzero roll rates. This corrected model is then assembled into POD and interpolated at the flight state indicated by the red diamond in Fig. 18(a). The roll rate is applied to the AIC matrix in the same manner as with the uncorrected VLM model. Finally, both corrected and uncorrected models have been compared to a new CFD solution. The figure shows that the $(M, \alpha)$ correction is also valid at asymmetric flight states with e.g. large roll rates.

### 5 Summary

The effectiveness of parametric CFD-based, linear and nonlinear, reduced order models have been demonstrated in the context of an MDO process.

Static aeroelastic loads of the XRF1 aircraft are predicted at different flight conditions with a good level of accuracy for aircraft design purposes, and a great speed-up compared to a high-fidelity full-order fluid/structure coupled simulation. The accuracy and low computational cost of the ROM loads prediction allows an improved selection of the critical loads, by rapidly spanning the flight envelope parameter space. This provides additional critical load cases which would otherwise not be found by the high-fidelity only approach. The ROM-predicted aerodynamic loads are then shown to be accurate enough to be used for structural sizing, leading to results comparable to high-fidelity methods, but with a great reduction of the computational time.

The AIC-ROM method has been introduced. Its role in “dynamic level” loads analysis and sizing process is to provide improved aerodynamic fidelity by reintroducing complex flow phenomena which are absent in the fast potential flow methods used in this process. We have shown its ability to replicate flow states for roll rates when this parameter is absent in the snapshot dataset. This is due to the AIC-ROM’s inherent parameter-completeness.
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**Fig. 18** Demonstration of the AIC-ROM method using a steady roll rate applied to the LANN wing. The CFD solution points used for the correction vary only in $M$ and $\alpha$ as shown in subfigure a. The corrected model is then subjected to a large roll rate and the resulting spanwise $C_Z$ and $C_m$ distributions are compared to a new CFD solution in subfigures b & c, respectively. VLM denotes the original model, POD the corrected model and CFD the reference solution.


